Ethylene Glycol Quenching of Nitrogenase Catalysis: An Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Study of Nitrogenase Turnover States and CO Bonding.
Most hydrophilic organic solvents inhibit enzymatic activity. Nitrogenase is shown to be approximately 3 times more sensitive to organic inhibition than most other soluble enzymes. Ethylene glycol (EG) is demonstrated to rapidly inhibit nitrogenase activity without uncoupling ATP hydrolysis. Our data suggest the mechanism of inhibition is EG's blocking of binding of MgATP to the nitrogenase Fe protein. EG quenching allows, for the first time, the observation of the relaxation of the intermediate reaction states at room temperature. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is used to monitor the room-temperature decay of the nitrogenase turnover states following EG quenching of catalytic activity. The return of the intermediate states to the resting state occurs in multiple phases over 2 h. During the initial stage, nitrogenase still possesses the ability to generate CO-induced EPR signals even though catalytic activity has ceased. During the last phase of relaxation, the one-electron reduced state of the MoFe protein (E1) relaxes to the resting state (E0) in a slow first-order reaction.